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Photodissociation at 266 nm of some protonated peptides was investigated using a tandem-
TOF spectrometer equipped with a cell near its first time focal point where the laser was
irradiated. When a high voltage was applied to the cell, each product ion peak split into several
components with different flight times. One of these was due to in-cell direct formation of the
product ion and another due to post-cell formation. Those in between were due to consecutive
dissociations, the first steps of which occurred inside the cell and the second steps outside the
cell. A method based on flight time calculation was developed to analyze these components
and to identify the intermediate ion for each consecutive component. The technique allows
time-resolved photodissociation mechanistic studies on a 100-ns timescale. (J Am Soc Mass
Spectrom 2007, 18, 1729–1739) © 2007 American Society for Mass SpectrometryTandem mass spectrometry [1] of protonated bi-omolecules generated by various techniques suchas matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization
(MALDI) [2] and electrospray ionization (ESI) [3] has
been established as a useful method to determine the
structures of biomolecules. In this method, a precursor
ion to be investigated is selected and induced to disso-
ciate. Recording product ions generated from the se-
lected precursor ion results in a tandem mass spectrum.
Various ion activation techniques are used to induce ion
dissociation such as, for example, collisionally activated
dissociation (CAD) [4, 5], surface-induced dissociation
[6, 7], infrared multiphoton dissociation [8], and elec-
tron capture-induced dissociation [9, 10]. CAD is prob-
ably the most popular among these techniques. Disso-
ciation of a precursor ion after exiting the ion source
may occur without additional activation. This metasta-
ble ion decomposition is often called post-source decay
(PSD) [11] when observed with tandem time-of-flight
(TOF) mass spectrometers.
Even though photoexcitation with visible or ultravi-
olet (UV) light has been practiced in the study of the
structure and the dissociation dynamics of small molec-
ular ions [12, 13], its application to large biomolecules
has been a relatively new development [14–24]. Re-
cently, we constructed two tandem TOF mass spec-
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singly protonated peptides generated by UV-MALDI
[20, 23, 25]. Lasers with 266 and 193 nm were used for
PD, which will be called UV-PD [20–22]. In one instru-
ment [20, 25], a cylindrically focused laser beam was
crossed with a high kinetic energy ion beam for photo-
excitation near a time focal point of the instrument. By
synchronizing the laser beam pulse with the time-
focused ion beam pulse, monoisotopomeric selection
could be achieved. In another instrument [23], such a
delicate synchronization was given up in favor of the
post-acceleration/delayed extraction method to achieve
high resolution for product ions. Quality of the PD
spectra obtained with these instruments was compara-
ble to that of CAD spectra. Also, it was observed that
PD spectra of singly protonated peptides were similar
to the corresponding CAD spectra obtained in keV
kinetic energy regime, or high-energy CAD spectra.
That is, most of the spectral correlations in the dissoci-
ation of singly protonated peptides observed by Bi-
emann and coworkers [26, 27] using a four-sector
magnetic instrument were applicable to UV-PD.
Understanding the mechanisms and kinetics in the
dissociation of a gas-phase ion is one of the fundamen-
tal subjects in mass spectrometry. The standard method
to elucidate ion dissociation mechanisms is to inspect
tandem mass spectra for many molecules with related
structural characteristics and thereby arrive at struc-
ture–mechanism correlation rules. This method is
rather straightforward to use, the requirements of
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chemical knowledge and intuition. The mechanistic
pathways thereby proposed are helpful in predicting
and interpreting tandem mass spectra. However, ap-
pearance of the product ion predicted by a particular
mechanistic pathway in a tandem mass spectrum does
not guarantee that it was formed exactly by the postu-
lated pathway. Even though some techniques such as
isotopic labeling [28] can be useful, definite experimen-
tal confirmation of a proposed pathway is usually very
difficult. Theoretical computation of a reaction path,
identifying all the transition states and intermediates
lying along the path, is helpful in this regard. For
example, attempts have been made recently to probe
the pathways leading to b and y type ions from model
peptide ions [29].
An ideal experiment would be to take snapshots of
the progression of a reaction as is done in femtosecond
kinetics [30]. Such a technique is difficult to implement
in following the dissociation of a tiny amount of com-
plex molecular systems as dealt with in mass spectrom-
etry. Previously, we developed a method to monitor the
time evolution of a product ion signal in PD of rela-
tively small molecular ions [31, 32]. In this method, an
electrode assembly was installed near the intermediate
focus of a double-focusing mass spectrometer with
reversed geometry and a laser beam was focused on a
molecular ion beam at a position inside the assembly
where electric field was present. Real-time information
on the reaction was obtained by measuring the final
kinetic energy of a product ion because it depended on
the position of product ion formation. Even though the
product ion mass resolution was rather poor, this
method was adequate to study reactions of small mo-
lecular ions occurring on nanosecond timescales, espe-
cially because only a few dissociation channels were
allowed under the experimental condition. For proton-
ated peptides, quite a few dissociation channels usually
compete due to the presence of many labile bonds.
Thus, before attempting in-field PD experiments for
protonated peptides, it will be useful to collect sufficient
information through an experiment with better mass
resolution even though with poorer temporal resolution.
When photoexcitation occurs inside a cell floated at a
high voltage rather than in an in-field region, the kinetic
energies of the same product ions formed in-cell and
post-cell become well-defined but different. Even
though the time resolution of this in-cell excitation
technique is poorer than that of the in-field excitation,
its mass resolution can be better when an appropriate
analyzer is used. Russell and coworkers [16] installed a
voltage-floated cell in the third field-free region of a
three-sector (EBE) instrument and succeeded to differ-
entiate “prompt” and “slow” photodissociations of
some protonated peptides. The mass resolution in the
reported spectra was not quite good due to the use of an
electric sector as the kinetic energy analyzer. The same
group [33] also performed PD experiments using a
tandem TOF spectrometer equipped with a high-volt-age cell and isolated “prompt” dissociation products
formed within 1 s of photoexcitation. Simultaneous
recording of “prompt,” or in-cell, and “slow,” or post-
cell, dissociation products was not achieved.
The linear-plus-quadratic (LPQ) potential reflectron
[20, 25] developed in this laboratory is especially ad-
vantageous for the in-cell excitation experiment because
unit mass resolution is maintained regardless of the
product ion mass even when the kinetic energy of a
product ion is affected by the cell voltage. As a part of
our effort to develop a time-resolved technique to study
PD of protonated peptides, we performed PD experi-
ments by irradiating a laser beam inside a voltage-
floated cell, or PD cell, installed near the first time focus
of the tandem TOF spectrometer. Observation of rich
spectral patterns and the method developed to extract
mechanistic information from them are reported herein.
Experimental
Instrument and Operation
A schematic of the home-built MALDI-tandem TOF
mass spectrometer equipped with the PD cell assembly
used in this work is shown in Figure 1. Details of the
main instrument and its operation were reported pre-
Figure 1. A schematic of the MALDI-TOF-PD-TOF used in this
work. A schematic of the voltage-floated PD cell installed near the
first time focal point of the instrument is shown as an inset. E1 and
E4 are grounded and E2 and E3 are floated at the same potential.
A cylindrically focused PD laser crosses the ion-optical axis
perpendicularly between E2 and E3.viously [25]. A brief description is as follows.
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delayed extraction, a first-stage TOF analyzer to time-
separate the prompt ions generated by MALDI, an ion
gate, and a second-stage TOF analyzer equipped with a
reflectron. The ion gate is located immediately in front
of the first time focus of the instrument. The first time
focus is located at 660 and 280 mm from the ion source
exit and the reflectron entrance, respectively. A light
pulse of 337 nm from a nitrogen laser (MNL205-C,
Lasertechnik Berlin, Berlin, Germany) is irradiated at
60° with respect to the surface normal of the sample
plate. Both the sample plate and the second electrode in
the source are maintained at 20 kV initially. A pulse of
1.8 kV is applied to the sample plate after some delay
time from the laser irradiation. A deflection system [34],
consisting of four bipolar deflectors, is installed inside
the first-stage TOF to eliminate PSD product ions gen-
erated in this region; 1 kV or 1 kV is applied to each
electrode of the deflectors as is appropriate. A cylindri-
cally focused laser beam pulse at 266 nm (Surelite III-10,
Continuum, Santa Clara, CA, USA) is irradiated at the
first time focus. For the present work, a PD cell consist-
ing of four grid electrodes (E1–E4) has been installed as
shown in Figure 1 such that the center of the cell
coincides with the first time focus. A mesh grid with 67
bars per inch and 90% transmission is attached to each
electrode. E1–E2, E2–E3, and E3–E4 distances are 4, 11,
and 4 mm, respectively. E1 and E4 are grounded,
whereas E2 and E3 are floated at the same DC potential.
Ideally, the potential inside the reflectron is given by the
sum of linear (L) and quadratic (Q) terms:
V c1x c2x
2 (1)
In the actual construction, resistors in the voltage di-
vider chain connecting neighboring electrodes of the
reflectron were selected such that the potentials at
electrodes were approximated by eq 1, with the c2/c1
ratio of 1.900 m1 (erroneously reported as 3.381 m1 in
a previous paper [25]). In normal operation of the
instrument, 25 kV is applied to the final electrode of the
reflectron. Use of this LPQ reflectron allows unit mass
resolution for low mass product ions in the MS/MS
mode of operation; that is, reflectron voltage stepping—
which is usually used in MS/MS with a tandem TOF
equipped with a linear potential reflectron—is not
needed. A unipolar deflector is installed immediately in
front of the reflectron entrance to guide the ion beam,
eventually to the final MCP detector. For optimal trans-
mission of low mass product ions formed inside the PD
cell floated at a high voltage, slight adjustment of the
deflector potential is needed.
Two delay generators control timing for MALDI
laser irradiation, AC pulsing for delayed extraction, ion
gate opening, and PD laser pulsing. The PD laser pulse
is synchronized with the A peak (the lowest-mass
isotopomer) of the precursor ion selected for PD. The
PSD spectrum under the same experimental condition
is recorded without the PD laser pulse. The output fromthe MCP detector is sent to an A/D card (DC152,
Acqiris Inc., Geneva, Switzerland) and digitized. The
electrical noise in each single shot spectrum is elimi-
nated by thresholding and the remaining peaks, which
are mostly single ion peaks, are Gaussian-fitted. These
single-shot spectra, each consisting of a series of Gauss-
ian pulses, are averaged over as many shots as desired.
Finally, the laser-off spectrum (PSD) is subtracted from
the laser-on spectrum to obtain the laser-induced
change or the PD spectrum.
Sample Preparation
The peptide samples YGGFL and YPFVEPI with better
than 95% purity, the matrix, -cyano-4-hydroxycin-
namic acid, and other chemicals were purchased from
Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). A matrix solution was
prepared daily using acetonitrile and 0.1% trifluoroace-
tic acid and was mixed with a peptide solution. The
final peptide concentrations prepared for PD experi-
ments were 50 pmol/l; 1 l of the solution was loaded
on the sample plate.
Principle of the Method
and Its Implementation
The flight time of a PD product ion will change when a
voltage is applied to E2 and E3. A product ion peak may
split into two as the voltage is applied, depending on
the position of its formation, inside the cell (in-cell) or
after exiting the cell (post-cell). An overview on the
general pattern of the cell voltage-induced flight time
shift and the method to calculate this are as follows.
Flight Time Change for a Precursor Ion
Let us first compare the flight times of a precursor ion
m1
 without and with a positive voltage (V) applied to
E2 and E3. With a high voltage on, m1
 is decelerated
between E1 and E2 but accelerated between E3 and E4
back to the original kinetic energy. Thus, the flight time
of m1
 between E4 and the final detector is unaffected
by the cell voltage. That is, cell voltage-dependent
change in the flight time of m1
 occurs only during its
passage through the cell. Let us denote the E1–E2,
E2–E3, and E3–E4 distances as 1, 2, and 3, respec-
tively, and the kinetic energy of m1
 before entering the
cell as K0. The pre-cell velocity (v0) and the velocity (v)
inside E2–E3 are as follows:
v0 (2K0 ⁄ m1)
1⁄2 (2)
v v0(1 a)
1⁄2 (3)
with
a eV ⁄ K0 (4)Then, the flight times between E1 and E4 for m1

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follows:
t0 (1 2 3) ⁄ v0 (5)
tv 2(1 3) ⁄ v01 (1 a)1⁄2 2 ⁄ v0(1 a)1⁄2 (6)
The flight time of m1
 observed by the final detector
gets longer by the amount tV  t0 when a positive
voltage is applied to the PD cell. For an m/z 1000 ion
with K0 21.3 keV entering the present cell (1 4 mm,
2  11 mm, 3  4 mm) kept at 1 kV, for example, this
additional flight time is 5.7 ns.
Flight Time Change for a Post-Cell Product Ion
Let us now consider the cell voltage-induced flight time
change for a product ion m2
 generated directly from
m1
 between E4 and the reflectron entrance, which will
be called post-cell m2
. Because the post-cell velocity of
m1
 is unaffected by the cell voltage, the post-cell
velocity of m2
 is also v0 once the kinetic energy release
in dissociation is ignored. Kinetic energy of m2
 is also
unaffected by the cell voltage and is given by the usual
equation
K2, post-cell (m2 ⁄ m1)K0 (7)
Thus, its flight time from E4 to the final detector is also
unaffected by the cell voltage. The cell voltage-induced
change in flight time observed by the final detector for
the post-cell m2
 occurs only due the flight time change
of m1
 during its passage through the cell. Once we
shift the time coordinate of a cell voltage-on TOF
spectrum such that the time position for m1
 coincides
with the same peak in the cell voltage-off spectrum, the
same coincidence also occurs for all the post-cell prod-
uct ions. This allows straightforward identification of
such ions.
Flight Time Change for an In-Cell Product Ion
For m2
 generated between E2 and E3, or in-cell m2
,
its kinetic energy after exiting E4 is different from eq 7
as shown below:
K2, in-cell (m2 ⁄ m1)(K0 eV) eV
K2, post-cellK2
(8)
with
K2 (1m2 ⁄ m1)eV (9)
A difference in kinetic energy between in-cell and
post-cell ions results in difference in flight time not only
in the post-cell field-free region but also inside the
reflectron. Prompt ions, or ions generated inside the
MALDI source, have a distribution of velocity at thefirst time focus. Thus, their flight time in the field-free
region after the first time focus and that inside the
reflectron show broad distributions. A reflectron-TOF
spectrometer is designed such that these two distribu-
tions are cancelled and time focusing is achieved at the
final detector for all the prompt ions. On the other hand,
complete cancellation is not achieved for product ions
generated in the field-free region, resulting in poorer
resolution for the tandem TOF spectrum than that for
the prompt ion spectrum. An analytical equation for the
variation arising from the kinetic energy spread in the
flight time of m2
 from the first time focus to the final
detector in tandem TOF equipped with an LPQ reflec-
tron was derived in a previous report [20]. Initially, we
attempted to use this equation to account for the cell
voltage-induced change in the flight time of in-cell m2
.
Even though the general trend in flight time shift could
be explained with this equation, the results were not
accurate enough for quantitative analysis, probably
because the instrument was not built exactly as de-
signed. Thus, instead of using this equation, we at-
tempted to devise a method based on SIMION [35]
calculation to analyze photo-induced in-cell dissocia-
tion of a selected precursor ion as will be described in
the next section.
Flight Time Change for a Product Ion Generated
by a Consecutive Reaction
Let us consider the generation of m2
 by the following
consecutive reaction:
m1
¡mi
¡m2
 (10)
If both the first and second steps occur inside the cell,
the product ion in the form of m2
 will be accelerated
by the potential difference between E3 and E4. Then, its
post-cell kinetic energy becomes the same as that of the
same ion generated inside the cell by one-step, or direct,
reaction from m1
 (i.e., eq 8). If both steps occur after
the cell, the ionic species exiting the cell will be m1
.
Then, the post-cell kinetic energy of its consecutive
dissociation product m2
 becomes eq 7. In both cases,
occurrence of the consecutive dissociation cannot be
seen in the cell voltage-on TOF spectrum. If the first
step occurs inside the cell and the second after the cell,
the post-cell kinetic energy of m2
 is given as follows:
K2, consec (m2 ⁄ mi)[(mi ⁄ m1)(K0 eV) eV]
(m2 ⁄ m1)(K0 eV) (m2 ⁄ mi)eV
(11)
m2
 generated by this particular series of events can be
distinguished from the same ions generated differently
because its post-cell kinetic energy (eq 11) is different
from eqs 7 and 8. The flight time of m2
 thus generated
can be readily calculated by changing the mass of the
ionic species at appropriate times during the SIMION
calculation.
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The main purposes of this work were to optimize the
experimental condition for cell voltage-on PD-tandem
TOF mass spectrometry, to get an overview on the
characteristic features of the spectra, and to develop
methods to extract time-resolved information from the
spectra. PD of protonated peptides with an arginyl
residue by vacuum ultraviolet light was not included at
this stage to avoid confusions that could possibly arise
from controversial claims [17, 19, 22] on the dissociation
mechanisms in such cases. Thus, the present investiga-
tion was limited to 266 nm PD of relatively small
peptides without an arginyl residue.
The PSD spectrum of [YGGFLH] (m/z 556.3) is
shown in Figure 2a. The sequence ions a2, a4, a5, b2–b5,
and y2–y4 appear in the PSD spectrum. In addition,
weak peaks attributed to the internal acyl ions GF and
GGF and the immonium ions F and Y can be seen. The
presence of two 266 nm chromophores, Y and F, in the
precursor ion led to efficient PD at this wavelength. A
PD laser-on spectrum recorded with 0.7 mJ per pulse at
266 nm, which resulted in 10% reduction of the precur-
sor ion intensity, is shown in Figure 2b. Intensities of
some product ions, especially those with small m/z,
increased upon PD laser irradiation. Laser-induced
changes in the tandem TOF spectral pattern can be
better seen in the PD spectrum in Figure 2c, obtained by
subtracting the PSD spectrum from the laser-on spec-
trum. Internal acyl and immonium ions and sequence
ions with small m/z such as b2, b3, and y2 gained
intensity upon PD laser irradiation. On the other hand,
Figure 2. (a) PSD, (b) 266 nm laser-on, and (
obtained by subtracting (a) from (b).large m/z sequence ions lost intensity and appeared asnegative signals. In one of our early reports on PD of
protonated peptides, we suggested two mechanisms for
generation of negative signals in PD spectra, one due to
PD of PSD product ions and the other due to reduced
generation of such ions from a photoexcited precursor
ion. In a subsequent work, we installed a deflection
system and removed most of the PSD ions formed in the
region between the ion source and the laser irradiation
point. Thus, the negative signals in Figure 2c must have
arisen mostly as a result of the second mechanism.
PD spectra up to m/z 300 recorded with 0, 0.5, and 1.0
kV applied to the cell and with the usual reflectron
voltage of 25 kV are compared in Figure 3. Each peak
broadened and split as the cell voltage increased. As
mentioned in the previous section, peaks attributed to
post-cell product ions can be identified by shifting the
flight timescale such that the precursor ion positions
coincide regardless of the cell voltage. The L and b3/y2
regions in the rescaled spectrum are shown in Figure 4.
The L peak is split into two as the cell voltage is applied.
The flight time of the component in the left gets shorter
as the cell voltage increases, whereas that in the right is
unaffected, indicating that these are mostly due to
in-cell and post-cell dissociations, respectively. Even
though the peak splitting in the b3/y2 region is more
complicated, the component in the far left may be
assigned to the post-cell b3. Two other components for
b3 can be identified by observing cell voltage-depen-
dent flight time shifts. Of these two, the one showing
larger shift must be the in-cell component. In the case of
y2, the post-cell component cannot be readily identified.
spectra of [YGGFLH] (m/z 556.3). (c) wasc) PDProbably, it is buried under a much larger peak nearby.
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inently in the far right. It is to be noted that the flight
time shift for the in-cell component of L is negative,
whereas those of b3 and y2 are positive. For negative
peaks in the PD spectrum, only the post-cell compo-
nents were observed. That is, photoexcitation subdued
the formation of such product ions by PSD in the
post-cell field-free region, in agreement with the second
mechanism mentioned earlier.
Before the actual experiments, we expected to ob-
serve splitting of each peak into two—in-cell and post-
cell components—as the cell voltage was applied. We
also expected through model calculations using the
approximate analytical expression of flight time that the
in-cell component would appear at longer flight time
than the post-cell one. Both of these expectations were
found invalid as shown in the preceding examples,
which necessitated the development of a more rigorous
method for data analysis than used initially. As dem-
onstrated earlier, we observed that many peaks split
into more than two components and that the position of
each component shifted steadily with the cell voltage.
The same trend was also observed with negative cell
voltage. The deflection system [34] installed in the
apparatus eliminates most of the product ions gener-
ated by PSD occurring before the laser irradiation point.
However, the neutrals formed together with the ionic
products by PSD before the first deflection plates are
unaffected by the deflection system and arrive at the
laser irradiation point. Then, photoionization of these
neutrals might result in spurious signals in the laser-on
Figure 3. PD spectra of [YGGFLH] record
reflectron voltage was 25 kV.spectrum. Such a possibility can be ignored based onour previous observation that the deflection system
caused a 15-ns delay in flight time. Regardless, we
checked such a possibility by performing a PD experi-
ment with the deflector voltages adjusted such that the
precursor ion signal disappeared from the spectrum.
Hardly any product ion signal was observed in this
experiment, confirming that the photoionization of neu-
trals was not responsible for any of the components
observed in the cell voltage-on spectrum. The observa-
tions presented so far indicate that all the components
observed are genuine, not ghost peaks. As already
mentioned, identifying the post-cell component is
rather straightforward. Let us accept the identification
that the component in a multiplet showing the largest
voltage-induced flight time shift is due to in-cell forma-
tion of the product ion, or the in-cell component. Then,
those appearing between the post- and in-cell compo-
nents must be due to consecutive dissociations, or
consecutive components, the first steps of which occur
inside the cell and second steps outside the cell.
Because the previously reported analytical expres-
sion for the flight time was inadequate, we carried out
SIMION calculations hoping to reproduce the flight
time shifts for in-cell components. Instrumental param-
eters in the original design and voltages and delay
times read in actual experiments were used in the
calculations. The flight time shifts for in-cell compo-
nents calculated at the cell and reflectron voltages of 1.0
and 25.0 kV, respectively, as a function of the relative
mass of a product ion (product ion mass  precursor
ion mass) is shown in Figure 5. The calculated flight
ith 0, 0.5, and 1.0 kV applied to the cell. Theed wtime shift for in-cell component is large and negative
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relative mass, reaches a positive maximum at 36%
relative mass, and then decreases to zero at 100%
relative mass. For L (15.5% relative mass), F (21.6%), GF
(36.9%), and b3 (50.0%), calculated flight time shifts for
in-cell components were 45.4, 16.2, 42.5, and 35.4 ns,
whereas the observed shifts were 15.8, 15.0, 32.2, and
24.8 ns, respectively. Flight time shifts calculated with
the cell and reflectron voltages of 1.0 and 15.0 kV,
respectively, are also shown in Figure 5. As the reflec-
tron voltage is lowered, the flight time shift gets larger
and moves toward the left. The flight time shifts for the
in-cell components of L, F, GF, and b3 calculated under
the latter condition were 58.8, 79.4, 66.2, and 27.8 ns,
respectively, in qualitative agreement with the experi-
Figure 4. (a) L and (b) b3/y2 regions of the PD spectra in Figure
3. The x coordinates of the voltage-on spectra were shifted such
that the flight times of the precursor ions coincided with that in the
voltage-off spectrum.mental shifts of 31.5, 63.9, 61.7, and 35.7 ns.With respect to the identification of an in-cell com-
ponent, the discrepancy between the experimental and
calculated flight time shifts is not a serious problem
because it can be easily identified as the one showing
the largest shift in a multiplet. Even when it appears
very weakly due to a small rate constant for its forma-
tion, the presence of the post-cell component, and
consecutive components also, more or less ensures that
it can be detected once a sufficiently large number of
spectra are accumulated. On the other hand, the above
discrepancy is troublesome for the identification of the
intermediate ion for each consecutive component. Ap-
parently, the apparatus is not running as modeled in
SIMION for various reasons such as, for example,
erroneous MALDI plume condition assumed, simplifi-
cations made for SIMION calculations, erroneous read-
ing of high voltages, inaccurate machining and align-
ment of the instrument, and presence of stray field
inside. We attempted, but failed, to devise a simple
method to bring all the calculated in-cell components
into simultaneous coincidence with the corresponding
experimental data. This necessitated a separate treat-
ment of each multiplet. It was observed in the experi-
mental and calculated results that in-cell and consecu-
tive components in a multiplet moved together,
systematically and monotonically, as the cell and reflec-
tron voltages changed. This led us to expect that once
the experimental and calculated positions of an in-cell
component are brought into coincidence by some
means, a similar coincidence might also be achieved for
a consecutive component. We chose to adjust the reflec-
tron voltage for this purpose, not because we were
particularly suspicious of its accuracy but because the
method was easy to implement in SIMION.
Figure 6 shows the L, Y, b2, b3, and y2 peaks recorded
under various experimental conditions. Compared to
Figure 4a, the L peak in Figure 6a recorded with the cell
and reflectron voltages of 1.3 and 15.0 kV, respectively,
shows much larger splitting between the in-cell and
Figure 5. The flight time shifts for in-cell components calculated
as a function of the relative mass of a product ion (product ion
mass precursor ion mass.  and Œ represent results obtained by
using the reflectron voltage of 25.0 and 15.0 kV, respectively. Cell
voltage was 1.0 kV in both cases.
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ponent lying between the in-cell and post-cell compo-
nents can be clearly seen. The flight time shift of the
in-cell component could be reproduced by using 17.3
kV reflectron voltage in SIMION. In the calculation with
this reflectron voltage, the peak maximum of the con-
secutive component corresponded to the intermediate
ion mass of 134. We also analyzed the consecutive
components observed with different cell and reflectron
voltages: (cell voltage, reflectron voltage)  (0.8, 12.0),
(1.0, 12.0), (1.3, 12.0), and (1.0, 15.0) and obtained the
intermediate ion mass of 134, 134, 134, and 128, respec-
tively. Full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of this
component was around 30 Da. We also performed
similar analysis for other peaks. For example, for one of
the two consecutive components of b3, b3-1, analysis of
several data obtained with the reflectron voltages of
15.0, 20.0, and 25.0 kV resulted in the intermediate ion
mass in the range of 401–424 with the average at 414. Its
average FWHM was 68. Thus, a reasonable estimate of
an intermediate ion mass can be made with the present
method. At the moment, however, we do not have a
good idea on the error bounds of the present method. In
the present work, we will use average masses deter-
mined from more than two measurements and use
FWHMs as guidelines to limit plausible mass range.
Then, the candidate(s) for an intermediate ion will be
chosen from those appearing in PSD and PD spectra, or
laser-on spectrum, which contains both.
The intermediate ion for the L peak may be found
among the product ions appearing near m/z 133, possi-
bly within the 118–148 m/z range of the laser-on spec-
trum. y1 (m/z 132), which contains a leucyl residue to
generate the L immonium ion, is the only candidate;
that is, y1 formed inside the cell generated this compo-
nent by losing H2O and CO in the post-cell region.
Similarly, the intermediate ion for the strong b3-1 com-
ponent may be searched in the m/z range 414  34.
Either a4 (m/z 397) or b4 (m/z 425) can be the intermedi-
ate ion; or, the broad width of b3-1 suggests that both of
these participate in consecutive formation of b3. For the
weak consecutive component, b3-2, appearing halfway
between b3-1 and the in-cell component, it was difficult
to identify an intermediate ion with the expected m/z of
around 357. For the Y peak, five consecutive compo-
nents, Y-1 to Y-5, can be seen. The analysis suggested
that the intermediate ion involved was a4 and/or b4 for
Y-1, b3 for Y-2, b2 for Y-3, and a2 for Y-4. The interme-
diate ion for the weak Y-5 component could not be
determined. Four consecutive components, b2-1 to b2-4,
are seen for b2. Plausible intermediate ions were a4
and/or b4 for b2-1, b3 for b2-3, and a3 for b2-4. The
Figure 6. (a) L, (b) b3/y2, (c) Y, and (d) b2 regions of the PD
spectrum of [YGGFLH]. Voltages, in keV, applied to the cell
and the reflectron were (a) 1.3 and 15.0, (b) 1.3 and 20.0, (c) 1.0 and
12.0, and (d) 1.5 and 15.0, respectively.
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intermediate ions in two consecutive components for y2
could be determined definitely, y4 for y2-1 and y3 for
y2-2. Intermediate ions found for other prominent peaks
are y2 and y4 for F and y2–y4 for y1. Finally, one
consecutive component was observed for GF. The in-
termediate ion involved was y3. The consecutive path-
ways found earlier can be summarized by Scheme 1
shown above. The fact that a chemically reasonable
mechanistic map has been constructed is a partial proof
for the validity of the method developed in this work.
We also recorded and analyzed voltage-on 266 nm
PD-tandem TOF spectra for a few other protonated
peptides without an arginyl residue. Because overall
features observed were rather similar to the preceding
case, the results from only one case, 266 nm PD of
[YPFVEPIH] (m/z 864.5), will be explained briefly.
The major product ions in its PSD spectrum (not shown)
were a4, a5, b2-b6, y2, y3, and y6. b5 nearly completely
dominated the spectrum in agreement with the proline
effect [36]. Use of 1.0 mJ per pulse of 266 nm laser
resulted in a 15% reduction of the precursor ion inten-
sity. All the large m/z product ions showed negative
signals in the PD spectrum (not shown). On the other
hand, the number of signals in the small m/z region of
this spectrum was larger than that in PSD. These were
the sequence ions a2, a4, a5, b2-b4, y2, y3; the immonium
ions P, F, and Y; and the internal acyl ions PF, PFV,
PFVE, and PF-CO. The splitting pattern of P in the
spectrum recorded with the cell and reflectron voltages
of 0.8 and 25 kV, respectively, and those of Y, y2, and b2
recorded with the cell and reflectron voltages of 1.5 and
15 kV, respectively, are shown in Figure 7. The in-cell
component of the P peak shows a dramatic negative
shift because its mass is 8.1% of the precursor ion mass.
One consecutive component is seen for this peak. Anal-
ysis showed that the intermediate was either y2 or a2.
For Y, a negative shift pattern was also observed for the
in-cell component in the spectrum (not shown) re-
corded with 25 kV reflectron voltage due to its 15.7%
Scheme 1relative mass. As the reflectron voltage was lowered to15 kV, the shift became positive as shown in Figure 7b.
These observations agree with SIMION calculations.
The intermediate for the consecutive component was a2
or b2. For the two consecutive components observed for
the y2 peak, y2-1 and y2-2, the likely intermediates were
y4 and y3, respectively. Three consecutive components,
b2-1, b2-2, and b2-3, were observed for b2. The likely
intermediates were a5 and b5 for b2-1, b4 for b2-2, and b3
for b2-3.
Discussion
If one regards tandem mass spectrometry simply as a
method for structural study of a polyatomic ion, the
method developed here may be taken as a poor man’s
approach to obtain low-resolution MS3 data with a
tandem TOF spectrometer. However, the present
method is different from the usual MS3 techniques
performed with ion cyclotron resonance or ion trap
mass spectrometers in a few aspects. First, the observa-
tion timescale here is far shorter than milliseconds
covered by the above trapping-type instruments. For
example, [YGGFLH] entering the cell floated at 1 kV
has the velocity of 8.5  104 m s1 under the experi-
mental condition used in this work. When the PD laser
intersects the ion beam at the center of the cell, the
in-cell flight time for photoexcited ions becomes 65 ns.
That is, the observed in-cell dissociations and the first
steps of consecutive reactions occurred within 65 ns.
Second, a single activation step is used in the present
technique and thus consecutive dissociations observed
here represent the time evolution of an activated pre-
cursor ion on the fly. In contrast, a product ion gener-
ated by MS2 is further activated in conventional MS3
techniques. Because an MS3 spectrum thus obtained is a
result of competing consecutive reactions, it is not a
recording of genuine time evolution of the initially
excited precursor ion. Ion-molecule reactions and slow
dissociations of the selected MS2 product ion, which
missed the second activation, may also contribute to the
MS3 spectrum. A difficulty in the present method is also
to be noted. In principle, observation of a consecutive
component does not guarantee that the postulated
intermediate ion was formed directly from the precur-
sor ion. It could have been the result of a consecutive
dissociation inside the cell if the first step of such a
reaction occurred very fast and was completed inside
the cell. It may sometimes be possible to check such a
possibility by further reducing the observation time-
scale. Even though a post-cell dissociation may also
occur consecutively, the evidence for its occurrence
probably can be found from the in-cell data. Similarly,
when only two components, in-cell and post-cell, are
observed for a product ion peak, the same argument
more or less ensures that the product ion is formed
directly from the precursor ion.
Because a peptide possesses many labile bonds,
observation of rich voltage-induced splitting patterns
due to consecutive reactions is not surprising in itself. It
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steps occurred without further activation. An explana-
tion based on dissociation kinetics is needed to ratio-
nalize the spontaneous occurrence of the second steps.
For a consecutive reaction m1
 ¡ m2
 ¡ m3
, let us
assume that both steps occur statistically and that the
parameters determining the Rice–Ramsperger–Kassel–
Marcus rate constants—that is, critical energy and acti-
vation entropy [37]—are the same in the two steps.
Then, invoking our previous finding [38] that the inter-
nal energy needed for a dissociation to occur with a
specified rate constant is proportional to mass, it can be
shown that the rate constants for the two steps can be
similar as far as the internal energy of m1
 is suffi-
ciently high. As a specific example, let us suppose that
m1
 with the initial internal energy of 3 eV absorbs one
266 nm (4.7 eV) photon and undergoes dissociation to
m2
 with 50% relative mass by a channel with a critical
energy of 0.5 eV [29]. After subtracting the critical
energy and possibly around 0.1 eV of kinetic energy
release, the total internal energy of the products would
be around 7.1 eV. Then, m2
 would have an internal
energy of 3.55 eV on the average. This is not too small
compared to 3.85 eV needed for dissociation of m2

with roughly the same rate constant as that of m1
.
Even though an abundance of consecutive channels
observed in this work is certainly useful for mechanistic
studies, it is a handicap in determination of dissociation
rate constants because various provisions must be made
to correctly account for the reaction yields. Drastic
reduction of the contribution from consecutive reac-
tions would simplify the situation in such an effort.
Reducing the initial internal energy of m1
 and PD
photon energy may be useful in this regard. An alter-
native to reducing the internal energy content may be to
focus on systems that require larger energy for dissoci-
ation than those studied here. Singly protonated pep-
tides with an arginyl residue (i.e., those without a
mobile proton) and large protonated peptides can be
the candidates. Even though it is not straightforward at
the moment to determine the dissociation rate constants
from the cell voltage-on data, some kinetic information
may be extracted through minor modifications of the
present method. As recommended by a reviewer, one
may install a variable-length PD cell and collect peak
splitting patterns on different timescales. Also interest-
ing will be to observe splitting patterns for precursor
ions with a variety of amino acid sequences such as the
peptide ions with the same amino acid composition but
with different sequence and peptide ions with an argi-
nyl residue at various positions.
Figure 7. Splitting patterns of (a) P, (b) Y, (c) y2, and (d) b2 in the
PD spectrum of [YPFVEPIH] (m/z 864.5). (a) was recorded with
the cell and reflectron voltages of 0.8 and 25 kV, respectively. *
marks contamination by a neighboring peak. (b)–(d) were re-
corded with the cell and reflectron voltages of 1.5 and 15 kV,
respectively.
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served in this work were induced by one-photon ab-
sorption. Contribution from two-photon processes can
be roughly estimated using the simplified multi-photon
absorption model [20] derived from our previous re-
sults [39] on multiple CAD. Let us suppose that 20% of
the precursor ions interacting with the laser absorbed
one or more photons. Then, calculations using the
above model show that 10% of observed PD occurs by
two-photon absorption. In this regard, it is interesting
to note that in-cell components dominate in the forma-
tion of Y and P ions from [YPFVEPIH], whereas
post-cell components are larger for b2 and y2. More
rapid formation of Y and P than b2 and y2 is absurd
because Y is formed from b2 and P from y2 or a2. A
reasonable explanation may be that Y and P are formed
mostly by two-photon absorption, whereas b2 and y2
are formed by one-photon absorption. Such a rather
clear-cut trend was not observed in the case of
[YGGFLH]. Because its mass is smaller than that of
[YPFVEPIH], its dissociation rate constant upon
one-photon absorption would be larger, which might
have resulted in efficient dissociation inside the cell as
observed in its voltage-on spectrum.
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